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Marco Tamayo
Marco Tamayo was born in La Havana, Cuba, were he started to play the guitar at the age of three under his
father’s tuition. He studied with Antonio Alberto Rodríguez and Leo Brouwer, Harold Gramatges, and later in
Europe in Munich and at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, where he was a pupil of Eliot Fisk, Rainner Schmid for
violin, and the harpsichordists Anthony Spiri and Kenneth Gilbert, among others. Winner of major international
guitar competitions including the Michele Pittaluga, Città di Alessandria, in 1999, and the Andrés Segovia
International Guitar Competition in Granada, Marco Tamayo has appeared in concerts with the Chamber
Orchestra of St Petersburg, the Turin Philharmonic, the Chamber Orchestra of Aix-en-Provence, the Tampere
Philharmonic in Finland, the Havana Philharmonic, and the TransArt Orchestra of Salzburg among many others.
In addition to his concert activities he has taught and given master-classes in various guitar festivals, including
appearances in Greece, Spain, Germany, Mexico, Poland, France, Hungary, Chile, the United States, and Russia,
and in Universities including the Seoul University of Arts in South Korea and the Darius Milhaud Conservatoire
in Aix-en-Provence. Since 1995 he has lived in Salzburg and since 2000 has taught at the Mozarteum there,
having taken Austrian citzenship. He is also a professor at the Klagenfurt Landeskonservatorium and the
Barcelona Luthier Academy. In 2002 he gave the world première of some unpublished works by Mauro Giuliani,
with a Guadagnini guitar from 1837, using the composer’s surviving manuscripts of 1795, at the final ceremony of
the Alessandria International Guitar Contest Michele Pittaluga. At the same ceremony, he received the Mauro
Giuliani Prize for his fine interpretations of the composer’s music over the years. His recordings include three
albums for Naxos.
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music. Would his guitar compositions ever have
aroused a paying audience to the raptures that his violin
brilliance did? We can only guess what might have
happened if Paganini had never discovered what he
could do with a violin, if he had concentrated his efforts
entirely on the guitar. It is not impossible that we would
have had a set of Caprices written for the guitar and no
less difficult. This is perhaps one reason why his guitar
music, on a first hearing, does not glow with the fiery
brilliance of those extraordinary pieces for violin, but
there is plenty of good music there, as guitarists and
their audiences are discovering.

The Grand Sonata originally included a violin part
of extreme simplicity, because it was the custom for
Paganini to exchange his violin for the guitar of Luigi
Legnani at the end of one of their joint recitals. Legnani’s
violin playing did not approach the level of Paganini’s
guitar playing, however, and the part had to be written
accordingly. Its meagre proportions often lead guitarists
to dispense with it altogether, apart from incorporating a
few of the violin’s notes where appropriate. The rich
substance of the guitar part, requiring a virtuoso’s
technique, which Paganini had on both instruments,
more than makes up for the loss of the violin. The first
movement, a free and flowing Allegro risoluto in sonata
form, is followed by the endearingly melodic Romance
in a slow 6/8 tempo. The Andantino variato is a theme
and six variations that becomes more and more
technically demanding as the work reaches its stirring
conclusion. 

The Ghiribizzi (whims, fancies or caprices) seem to
have been written in or around 1819. The composer
wrote in 1824 that they were for ‘a little girl in Naples’,
and that he wanted to scribble (scarabocchiare) some
popular tunes rather than compose something more
serious. Like many such sketches, written impulsively

without careful planning and construction, they have
their own unique charm and freshness. No. 16 uses the
aria In cor più non mi sento (In my heart I feel nothing
more) from Paisiello’s opera La Molinara, No. 37 is
based on a melody from La gazza ladra, with Rossini’s
Allegro ingeniously remodelled into an Adagietto.
Melodies by Mozart (Don Giovanni), Süssmayr and
Paganini himself appear among the total of 43, an
irresistible collection of melodies in a playable form not
needing the highest of guitar techniques, though, as
always, a high level of musical understanding. The
Ghiribizzi are Paganini’s Album for the Young. 

Unlike the Grand Sonata, most of Paganini’s
sonatas are in two-movement form, generally a minuet
followed by a waltz, an allegretto or even an allegretto
scherzando, both movements in the same key. The
minuets inevitably conjure up the eighteenth century
from time to time, yet they never fail to convey the
essence of Paganini’s essentially Romantic music.

The 24 Caprices for unaccompanied violin are
Paganini’s most celebrated compositions. Exploiting
the violin in daring, exciting and entirely new ways,
they changed the image of the violin for ever. Yet
Paganini himself never played them in public, though
he dedicated them to the artists (agli artisti). It is
perhaps strange that, with a few exceptions, guitarists
still seem more ready to tackle the extreme technical
difficulties of the violin Caprices than to investigate
music that Paganini actually wrote for the guitar. That is
partly because the guitar music is now virtually part of
‘Early Music’. The Caprices have never remotely
approached that status, and are genuine classics, neither
ancient nor modern but sublimely timeless.

Colin Cooper
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Nicolò Paganini was music’s first superstar. His career
as a violinist was attended by inflated concert prices,
mass enthusiasm, even hysteria, rumours of supernatural
powers, a pact with the devil, all supported by a superb
violin technique, a capacity for daring innovation and a
genuine musical gift. All very unlike the quiet life of a
classical guitarist.

Yet Paganini was a guitarist too, and a very good
one. He wrote: ‘I love the guitar for its harmony; it is
my constant companion in all my travels’. He also said,
on another occasion, ‘I do not like this instrument, but
regard it simply as a way of helping me to think’. It is
not a real contradiction: even the most constant of
companions can be irritating at times. He chose not to
exploit the guitar in the same way as he exploited the
violin. Had he done so, the advances in technique the
guitar has seen during the last two or three generations
might have come a great deal sooner. Only recently has
the full extent of Paganini’s guitar compositions been
revealed. Few of them were ever published, and when
the Italian government was offered the collection, they
turned it down. The guitar remained out of fashion for a
long time, and Paganini’s connection with it was all but
forgotten. Our modern age is to a large extent concerned
with discovery and revival, and it was inevitable that
Paganini’s work should come under scrutiny sooner or
later. Because the guitar compositions do not contain
the brilliance that we find in the Caprices for violin, it
is easy to dismiss them as inferior, in the sense of ‘not
so good’. You might as well say that Snowdon is
inferior to Mount Everest: it is true only in the literal
sense of one mountain being lower than the other, but
they are both mountains, the chief difference being that
one can be approached for a pleasant afternoon’s walk
and the other cannot. 

Paganini left a large amount of chamber music that
includes the guitar, still to be thoroughly explored.
Meanwhile, the music for solo guitar is readily
accessible, and guitarists are discovering it with
pleasure. Why has it taken the best part of two centuries

to bring this attractive music to light? Apart from the
fact that most of the guitar pieces were never published
– though it is worth noting that of his compositions that
were published during his lifetime, all but the 24 Caprices
for solo violin include the guitar – Paganini had built up
such a huge reputation as an innovative violinist of
unprecedented brilliance that it was hard to believe that
he played the guitar at a similarly high level. Then, too,
the guitar suffered a decline during the nineteenth
century. Only recently, fuelled by the record industry’s
insatiable demand for new music, has a culture of
research grown up in which unheard music by old
composers is dragged out of its obscurity, dusted down
and found to be not only tolerable but very often good
music and well worth reviving.

One of the fascinating things about Paganini is the
interaction between his violin technique and his guitar
technique. He frequently played both instruments
during his musical sessions with friends, even (as an
eyewitness has recorded) putting the violin between his
knees so that he could pick up the guitar and continue
playing without interrupting the flow. We may infer
from this that his left hand approached each of the two
fingerboards in much the same way, and the guitar
music supports this idea: linear rather than vertical
harmony, arpeggiated chords aiding the forward
movement of the melodic line.

Both violin and guitar are integral parts of
Paganini’s unique personality. It is no longer possible to
think of one without thinking of the other. The links
may not at first be obvious, given that the violin music
was for public consumption, with all the superficial
display that the public demanded, while the guitar was
for music at home among friends. It remains music
created by the same man, and that makes a good
starting-point. Though his friend Hector Berlioz, who
knew something about the guitar, paid tribute to
Paganini’s guitar ability, it was his violin that people
wanted to hear, and his extraordinary success with it
made him a legendary figure in nineteenth-century

Nicolò Paganini (1782-1840)
Guitar Music
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Marco Tamayo was born in La Havana, Cuba, were he started to play the guitar at the age of three under his
father’s tuition. He studied with Antonio Alberto Rodríguez and Leo Brouwer, Harold Gramatges, and later in
Europe in Munich and at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, where he was a pupil of Eliot Fisk, Rainner Schmid for
violin, and the harpsichordists Anthony Spiri and Kenneth Gilbert, among others. Winner of major international
guitar competitions including the Michele Pittaluga, Città di Alessandria, in 1999, and the Andrés Segovia
International Guitar Competition in Granada, Marco Tamayo has appeared in concerts with the Chamber
Orchestra of St Petersburg, the Turin Philharmonic, the Chamber Orchestra of Aix-en-Provence, the Tampere
Philharmonic in Finland, the Havana Philharmonic, and the TransArt Orchestra of Salzburg among many others.
In addition to his concert activities he has taught and given master-classes in various guitar festivals, including
appearances in Greece, Spain, Germany, Mexico, Poland, France, Hungary, Chile, the United States, and Russia,
and in Universities including the Seoul University of Arts in South Korea and the Darius Milhaud Conservatoire
in Aix-en-Provence. Since 1995 he has lived in Salzburg and since 2000 has taught at the Mozarteum there,
having taken Austrian citzenship. He is also a professor at the Klagenfurt Landeskonservatorium and the
Barcelona Luthier Academy. In 2002 he gave the world première of some unpublished works by Mauro Giuliani,
with a Guadagnini guitar from 1837, using the composer’s surviving manuscripts of 1795, at the final ceremony of
the Alessandria International Guitar Contest Michele Pittaluga. At the same ceremony, he received the Mauro
Giuliani Prize for his fine interpretations of the composer’s music over the years. His recordings include three
albums for Naxos.
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Nicolò Paganini was music’s first superstar. His career was attended by inflated concert prices, mass
enthusiasm, even hysteria, all supported by a superb violin technique, a capacity for daring innovation
and a genuine musical gift. Yet it is not widely known that Paganini was a guitarist too. The Ghiribizzi
(whims or fancies), are sketches based on popular operatic tunes, displaying a unique charm and
freshness. The guitar sonatas are small in scale but skilfully wrought, often recalling the music of the
18th century. An exception to this is the virtuosic Grand Sonata which, after an endearingly melodic
Romance, concludes with a theme and six variations of ever-increasing technical difficulty.

Recorded at St John Chrysostom Church, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada, from 10th to 13th June, 2004
Producers: Norbert Kraft and Bonnie Silver • Engineer and Editor: Norbert Kraft

Booklet Notes: Colin Cooper
Cover Painting: The Bay of Naples, by Giacinto Gigante (1806-1876) 

(Private Collection/Bridgeman Art Library, London)
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Marco Tamayo, Guitar

Grand Sonata in A major 21:35
1 Allegro risoluto 9:28
2 Romanze 3:56
3 Andantino variato 8:12

Sonata No. 4 in D major
4 Minuetto – Rondoncino 3:51

Ghiribizzi 8:56
5 No. 15: Allegro 1:12
6 No. 16: In cor più non mi  

sento: Larghetto 2:15
7 No. 37: Adagietto 

con espressione 1:41
8 No. 38: Vivace 0:48
9 No. 22: Larghetto 3:00

Sonata No. 30 in A major
0 Minuetto – Allegro 3:11

Sonata No. 6 in F major 
! Minuetto – Allegretto 4:15

Sonata No. 14 in F major
@ Minuetto – Valtz (Allegretto) 5:09

Three Caprices 
(originally for solo violin) 14:06
# Caprice No. 11 5:29
$ Caprice No. 5 3:15
% Caprice No. 24 5:21
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